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 php and .php5 files You can use multiple versions of PHP, including PHP 5.4 Easy to learn and powerful Features: * Generate PHP from a text file, the file type doesn't matter * Generate PHP from a plain text file, no special characters to worry about * Generate PHP from a text file with a regular expression, you can do almost anything in a file * Generate PHP from a text file, with multi-file
syntax, generate many files at one time * Generate PHP code using a configuration file * Generate PHP code using server and environment variables * Generate multiple versions of PHP in a single script * Generate PHP code from a config file or command line * Generate and maintain PHP code using full source code control tools * Generate PHP code from an external class file, just include it *
Generate PHP code from an external function file, just include it * Generate PHP code from an external file, just include it * Generate PHP code from an external variable file, just include it * Generate PHP code from the environment, just include the result * Generate PHP code from the argv environment, just include the result * Generate PHP code from the input, just pipe it * Generate PHP

code from an external program * Generate PHP code from a configuration file * Generate PHP code from command line options * Generate PHP code from a regular expression * Generate PHP code from a multiline regular expression * Generate PHP code using complex regular expression * Generate PHP code from a table or string * Generate PHP code using complex preg_replace and
preg_match * Generate PHP code from a array or hash * Generate PHP code from the execution trace * Generate PHP code from a string or hash, variable or function * Generate PHP code from a directory or directory list * Generate PHP code from an absolute path or relative path * Generate PHP code from the root of a path * Generate PHP code from the relative root of a path * 82157476af
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